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know it there are two kinds of livelihood one which 
you are searching for and the other which is in search of

you it will reach you )


 















 



 























   






 









 





 






















 



























 








  


 







 















 

 


















 


































 




 






 






 


 






 


 
 







 












 




 

 



 










till the third day before his death he regularly performed 

 



the function 0f public prayers.
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" It could never Mahomet to convert the force tribes of

 itomes to an exalted monotheism Arabia from worshiping

but it could not make him say to a  pretty

woman"
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till the third day before his death he  


 regularly performed the function of public prayer 




 











 












 



 





















  

 







 
















 


  



 



 










 



 
 















 



 






 




"In this day and generation He was a social 
reformer even a reformer in the sphere of morals"                                                                               












 



 








 




























 







 




  






 
 










 






 







 




















  



  









 




























 


 








 
































 




 


























 




in all dealings he was fair and up right and as be 
grew in years his houonrable bearing won for him the title

 of al.ameem the hathfull
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He grew down cast and 
fearing possession of devils ,had thoughts of destroying

himself

  




 




 
 

 



 
 




 


  


 
 


 
 



 



 







 






 






    







 


 

To carry on in the face of persecution and hostility

would have been impossible for him unless He was fully

persuaded that God had sent Him .and the receiving of

revelation was included in his divine mission.









 









 



















 


 



 
















 




 



 





 

 







indeed 
nothing is so remarkable as the faith reposed by

Muhammed in the deity as an ever present and all

 controlling ageency .
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 prophet Muhammad and his western critics"





 


 



 















 
 


















 



 


























 



























 






 











 


 




 








" Probably this Hijra the immigration to Abyssinia was

motivated to be an     attempt to smooth out a split that was

 begining inside the point of view was

hyperasetic"
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 the faith of even one 
man in islam was to him for better than the greatest booty


 













 


 









 





  






 
 

 
  
 







 





 
 





 





   

 













 







 




  




" This might well be deemed an appropriate date for

the apoealyptic ending of Israial and if necessary all not the

world"                                

   












 



 









  









 














 













  





 



 



 









 

 



 











 

 








 



 

  

 

 



 
 
 





 

 



 
 


 



  

 







 









 











 




 







 










 


 

 








 









 







 









 
















 







 






 




















 



 
















 

 












 






 

"It is unwarrented idealism and optimism which finds

the course of nature so wise so good and any change in it

must be regarded as incredible"             
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( It was Monday JUNE 28 AO.MUIR 
  .LIFE 168)
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" THE first Arabic community with sovereign-power

was established in the city of Madina, no up on the basis of

blood with naturally tends to diversity, but upon that of

religion which is actually binding on all"                                                  
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"Therefor the first time Talio becomes effective, There

it can be enforced , The  community, at the head of which

God stands and the prophet as Gods

representative, has power to deliver the shedder of blood

over to avenger, and it is the duty of the commonunity to

see that is done"                                              
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4: pleased are they that dwell in thy house, they will be

still praising thee"          

5: Blessed is the man whose strength is in thee. in

whose heart are the ways ofthem"                                                                                                

  6: Who passing through the valley of Beca, make it a

well, the rain also filleth the pools"
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 " In whose heart are the ways of them"
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" Blessed is the man whose strength is 
 Whose  Man  in thee"       


 "Them" 
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'In the early spring of 628 Muhammad felt strong

enough to attempt an attack on Meeca. On the way

however, it became clear that the attempt was premature

and the expedition was converted in to a peaceful

pilgramage"        
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" The word "ISLAM" comes from the same Arabic root

as the word Peace"







 






 






 




 


 











 " War is a costituent element of history of mankind"
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Rage of Islam, Sacred 
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" Every thing 
is fair in love and war"

 




 



 


         

 



 




























 


























 

 



 


 

























 

 





 

















 
 



 








 


 








 










 






 
 islamic law of nations 
jihad is a collective duty imposed upon 

 muslims to fight the unbelievers where he is:




 








 


to fight the unbeliever where he is 







 







 

 






 







 











 "History of Religion Islam" 


" Among the latter Muslims legal schools, However it

is only the fanatic kharijites who have declared Jihad to be

one of the pillars of the faith"
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